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Abstract

In report some aspects of the using marine nuclear reactor are considered for provision of
need small non-interconnected power systems, as well as separate settlements and the mining
enterprises disposed in regions with a undeveloped infrastructure. Recently for these purposes
it is offered to use the nuclear small modular power plants. The required plant power for small
electric grids lies within from 1 to several tens of MWe. Module can be collected and tested
on machine-building plant, and then delivered in ready type to the working place on some
transport, for instance, a barge.
Through determined time it's possible to transport a module to the repair shop and also to the
point of storage after the end of operation.
Marine nuclear reactors on their powers, compactness, mass and size are ideal prototypes for
creation of such modules. For instance, building at present floating power unit, intended for
functioning in region of the Russian North, based on using reactor plants of nuclear
icebreakers.
Reliability and safety of the ship reactor are confinned by their trouble-free operation during
approximately 180 reactors-years.
Unlike big stationary nuclear plant, working in base mode, power unit with marine reactor
wholly capable to work in mode of the loading following.
In contrast with reactor of nuclear icebreaker, advisable to increase the core lifetime and to
reduce the enrichment of the uranium. This requires more uranium capacity fuel compositions
and design of the core. In particular, possible transition from traditional for ship reactor of the
channel core to cassette design.
Other directions of evolution of the ship reactors, not touching the basic constructive
decisions verified by practice, but promoting development of properties of self-security of
plant are possible. Among such directions is reduction volumetric power density of a core.
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